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Colour My Life
Oasis

CHORDS   (strings EADGBe)
        
        E2   x79997
        D    x57775
        C    x35553
        B    x24442
        Em   022000
        
        MAIN RIFF
        
        G  ---9--------9---------7~---------9----7---------------------
        D  -------9--------9--9-----------------------9----7---7--h9---
     
        INTRO
        
        E2   E2  D   B
        
        VERSE 1
        
        E2                                                        B
          If you re wondering why I ve not been speaking my mind, Sir
        E2                                         B
          It took so long since I could promise my all
        E2                                            B
          My shapes of confusion take hold of frustration
        E2                                                  B
          And there s nothing worse than being home on your own
        
        CHORUS

        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        
        REPEAT INTRO
        
        VERSE

        E2                                                            B
          I ve been wondering why you ve not been speaking your mind, son
        E2                                       B
          I ve coloured my life and I ll make no more
        E2                                            B
          My shapes of confusion take hold of frustration
        E2                                               B
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own



        
        CHORUS

        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        C                   
          You can colour my life,
        D                             Em
          You can colour my life,
        
        MIDDLE EIGHT
        
        Em    Em    Em    Em
        
        REPEAT INTRO

        VERSE
        -----
        E2                                                        B
          If you re wondering why I ve not been speaking my mind, Sir
        E2                                         B
          It took so long since I could promise my all
        E2                                            B
          My shapes of confusion take hold of frustration
        E2                                               B
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        
        CHORUS

        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        C                   D                            Em
          You can colour my life until it fits with your own
        C
          You can colour my life,
        D
          You can colour my life,

        MIDDLE EIGHT 2

        Em   Em    Em   Em
        Em   Em    Em   Em
        
        E2   E2    D    C


